SOME TREE SNIPPETS!
Hippocratic Plane—Kos
Once a year, women in Kos celebrate Klydon. This
involves the women taking wreaths, one old and one
new, down to the sea. The old wreath is thrown into
the sea and the new wreath placed where the sea
can lap over it forty times. The women then visit
Hippocrates’s tree to hope for strength and energy.
The new wreath is then hung in their homes to bring
good luck for the coming year.

Yew
Regarded for their longevity, ever-green leaves and
ability to regenerate, Yews are seen as a symbol for
eternal life. Some believe Jesus to have been
crucified on a Yew tree.
Fallen Yew branches have the ability to take root and
grow into new trees. The Yew is poisonous yet its
needles are used in the creation of chemotherapy
drugs.
Yews are often found in church yards, this may be
because Yews were planted close to Druid temples
and early Christians built their churches on these
consecrated sites. Alternative theories suggest Yews
are found it church yards because their poisonous
leaves deterred cattle from grazing near graves.

Oaks
Druids consider Oaks to be particularly sacred and
carried out their religious rituals in Oak groves.
The word ‘Druid’ is thought to have its origins in
those with ‘knowledge of the oak’, the ‘Wise Ones of
the Oakwood’.
"Groves of hard-oaks are chosen even for their own
sake, and the magicians perform no rites without using
the foliage of those trees"- Pliny the Elder
In 2009 the Coronation Oak tree was struck by
lightening and split in two after becoming weakened
by stormy weather, study the tree closely and you
can still see where it was damaged.
Oaks are associated with gods of thunder and
lightning Zeus and Thor, possibly because oak are
often struck in storms.
Fore Street, Heavitree
The “Voices of Heavitree” are by artist Michael
Fairfax, with text from poet Ralph Hoyte. The tree
grill and tree guard created by blacksmith Peter
Osborne.

Exeter’s Hippocratic Plane
The RD&E NHS Foundation Trust Estates team
arranged limbs to be cut to make the hospital’s
Chaplaincy Cross. Simple sections were cut and
planed on two sides leaving the bark visible. These
were seasoned for several months, put together in
situ and then finally built into the cross that can be
seen in the Chapel today.
Lime/Linden Trees
The Linden forms an important part of German
culture, communities used to meet and dance under
the Linden but also to hold judicial meetings. The
tree is linked to peace and justice and according to
German folklore, it is impossible to tell a lie standing
under a Linden tree. German mythology also links
the Linden tree to Freja, the goddess of truth and
love and so the tree is seen as the "tree of lovers."
Linden trees thrive in urban areas because they are
able to tolerate various adverse conditions, including
pollution. Linden Tea is prepared from the dried flowers
of the Lime. Often used for relaxing the nervous system
to relieve stress.

The grove of oaks in Heavitree Pleasure Grounds

The Heavitree Yew
W.G.Hoskins, Exeter’s own Landscape Historian
says of the Heavitree Yew—
"Heavitree was named after some ancient tree - either
'Hefa tree' or perhaps heafed treow, 'the head, or chief,
tree'. Though not recorded as a name before 1086, a
Christian church has probably stood at this site since
the seventh century."
Researched by Charlotte Vowles and
compiled by JoJo Spinks – October 2015

Today’s show was brought to you by
Interwoven Productions
Director: Alistair Ganley
Alistair is Artistic Director with Cygnet Theatre with
many years experience of creating quality performance
in the SW.

Writer: Charlotte Vowles
Charlotte is an Exeter-based writer who graduated
from Exeter in 2009. She has recently written for a
radio podcast showcasing female comics and is
currently writing a television sketch due to air in
late 2015.

Laura Henry—Laura gained a BA Honours in
Dance Theatre at Plymouth University and has
been selected to be a Supported Artist at the
Barbican Theatre Plymouth,
Sophie Northmore—A graduate of Trinity Laban
Sophie has worked with choreographers such as
Athena Vahla, Lizzie Kew-Ross, Henrietta Hale
Emma Joanne Pendle—A graduate of University of
Plymouth Emma has Emma has undertaken training
with Alvin Ailey Dance Company, Mark Morris
Dance Company, Earthfall, Jasmin Vardimon
Dance Company and Attik Dance.

Properties Design—Diana Wackerbarth

Choreographer: Claire Summers
After Graduating from Plymouth University in 2011
with First Class BA (Hons) in Dance Theatre and
an award for her community work whilst at
University Claire co-founded Exim Dance and has
been the driving force behind the company.

Cast in order of appearance:Richard Knox - Hippocrates and Richard Hooker
Richard graduated from a two year postgraduate
course at the University of Exeter, gaining a Master
of Fine Arts in Staging Shakespeare.
Aaron Turner - Erysichthon
Aaron graduated from Exeter University in 2009
with a BA honours degree in Drama, and has been
working as a professional actor ever since.
Emily Holyoake —Queen Seaxburh and Eleanor
Emily is an actor and playwright. Originally from
Derby, she trained at the University of Exeter and
is now firmly based in the South West.

Dancers (associates of Exim Dance)
Chloe Brown—Chloe is currently in her second
year of BA (Hons) Dance Theatre at Plymouth
university where she is gaining training from
renowned dance artists such as Adam Benjamin,
Ruth Way and Charlotte Eatock. Attik Dance.
Daisy Harrison—Graduating from Trinity Laban
Daisy has worked with choreographers Lea
Anderson and Tony Thatcher and has performed
and taught in many European and UK venues.

Nominate a street!!
Would you like us to come and create a story
for your street? Is there a feature, a stream, a
tree or something man-made that is just
waiting for its story to be told?
Then why not nominate it for the next
Squilometre performance?
We’re ready to lift the next story from the
very ground beneath your feet!!
Where shall we go next?
YOU PLACE US
We do need your help though please …. If
you’d like to nominate a street within the
Heavitree Squilometre [square kilometre] or if
you’d just like to help our work then please
PAY-IT-FORWARD to your community.
You can do this by making a cash donation in
the “hat” after the show or by visiting the
website below.
For more information please contact:Interwoven Productions
Tel: 07855 935137
Email: interwoven@jojospinks.com
Web: interwovenproductions.jojospinks.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Squilometres/

Thank you!!!!

Welcome to
the Heavitree
Squilometre!

Special thanks are due to: Cygnet Theatre, Val Wilson
of Exeter City Council, Shaun Moore of City Vets
Heavitree, Jenny Williams of Royal Oak Heavitree ,
Sharon Mitchell of SoapDaze and Chris Spinks.

